Specialist integrated engineering and equipment
Who we are

The Sparrows Group is a global provider of specialist integrated engineering services and equipment to the oil and gas, renewables and onshore industrial industries.

We work around the world, around the clock, to deliver the highest standards of quality and ensure the reliability and safety of critical equipment and people.

Where we work

**OIL AND GAS**

Work with operators, engineering, procurement, and construction contractors, original equipment manufacturers, drillers and vessel owners from the installation and operations and maintenance stages of assets to decommissioning.

**RENEWABLES**

Alpha Offshore Service, a Sparrows Group company supply technical personnel, integrated engineering and inspection services to onshore and offshore wind energy projects.

Alpha work with wind farm operators and Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) during the installation and commissioning, and operations and maintenance stages of developments.

**INDUSTRIAL**

We ensure the integrity of mechanical handling and crane / lifting operations and fluid power equipment for customers with large scale onshore facilities e.g. refineries, manufacturing plants, mills, ports, terminals etc.

Integrated solutions

Our integrated solutions combine a number of our capabilities and equipment to supply a packaged and managed service.

Our integrated solutions are specific to each customer’s requirements – we deliver what you need to ensure your objectives are met. Putting your trust in our specialists gives you assurance in the safety and reliability of your operations.

- Crane and lifting services management
- Deck operations management
- Rigging and lifting equipment management
- Reliability centred maintenance
- Mechanical handling
- Equipment upgrade
- Equipment change out
- Fault finding and repair
- Hydraulic system management

What we do…
The capabilities of our people are what sets us apart – expertise and knowledge that we apply to the delivery of our integrated solutions and equipment.

Whether you need crane operators and mechanics for a short term project, or require Special Periodical Surveys (SPS) and inspection services, we can quickly deploy our people around the world.

We can carry out repairs and refurbishments in-situ or at one of our many local workshops. Our local workshops, located around the world, allow us to quickly and safely repair and refurbish equipment.

- Multi-discipline engineering / design:
  - Mechanical
  - Structural
  - Electrical
  - Hydraulic
  - Integrity / reliability
  - Automation and control
- Crane operations
- Rigging / lifting
- Maintenance / servicing / refurbishment
- Inspection / testing / Dropped Objects Prevention Scheme (DROPS)
- Rope access
- Fluid power / hydraulics
- SPS
- Site surveys
- Training / coaching

Equipment – sale and rental

Our sale and rental equipment can be customised to suit your needs.

We assist you in selecting the right tool for the job and our in-house engineering team can tailor the job to meet your specifications.

As well as our own equipment, we are also the original equipment manufacturer for Energy Cranes, Titan, American Aero, Bucyrus Erie and Houston Systems cranes enabling us to make design decisions quickly and efficiently.

- Modular cranes
- Crane technology
- Cable / pipe lay systems
- Fluid power / hydraulic systems
- Rigging / lifting equipment
- Mechanical handling equipment
- Spare parts / components
- Access systems
Local knowledge, global network

Please visit www.sparrowsgroup.com/contact to find your nearest office